
The Squatch lanruage

lntroduction:

Squatch belongs to the Ogro-giant sub-branch of the greater Disiysian
language family. Prominent languages of the branch aside from Squatch are
Ogrish and the Giant languages. The complete lack of biological relation of
Squatches to either Ogres or Giants makes this a curious phenomenon as far as
the generalcorrelation of ethnicity andtanguage isconcerned. huta relatively
common occurrence amongst the languages in the massive forested areas in
which the Ogro-giant languages are spoken, due in targe part to early language
deaths of subjugated races which then form race-specific dialects of imperial
languages that then drift in intelliglbitity, often becoming futt-fledged languages.
ln the case of Squatch, the Squatch race has been ruled by Ogres and Giants for
ages. Having lost their original language soon after their enslavement, they were
forced to communicate using Ogrish or Giant, depending on the region, which
created a Squateh dialeet that increased in distinetiveness and eventually
separated to become Squatch. This overview is concerned with the Ogrish-based
Squatch language, which split off from Ogrish after Ogro-giant split into Ogrish
and Giant. There exists a Squatch dialect of Giant as well, but this variety is largely
considered to be still intelligible with Standard Giant. Due to a combination of the
lack of written form, little effort on the part of Squatches for tinguistic
preservatien, and the relentless €fforts their conguqrors have historically exerted
to eradicate native languages, atl remnants of the original Squatch language have
vanished completely, save for a very smallset of loans in modern Ogrish-based
Squatch that are known to have originated from the original Squatch language.
Most Squatches speak Ogrish-based Squatch, and even those living under the
control of Giants speak it as a primary language, alongside the Giant dialect.
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Phonemic lnventory:

The physiological structure of the Squatch oral cavity is notably different from
that of humans, elves and dwarves. Consequently, there are two unique places of
articulation beyond those documented for Common, Elven, Dwarven and most

other humanoid languages. Their elongated mouths have affected the phonology

of their language by producing a relatively large alveolar ridge, and the relative
flexibility of their throat allows the production of sounds articulated in the back of
the throat {post=pharyngeal}. The Squatch has two large sound producing areas

above the glottis, allowing post-pharyngeal consonants to be possible. The

subdivisions of the alveolar ridge are labeled "frontal alveolar" and "back.

alveolar" (not to be confused with post-alveolar). The production and application
of these sounds greatly contributed to its divergence from Ogrish. The differencc
in sound between the various alveolar sounds is difficult to detect for individuals

who do not speak Squatch, but minimal pairs such as /Su97 "food," /$ut/ "tree,"
and /r[u l/ "cloud" show that there is a distinctive difference between the
frontal=, back=, and palato=alveolar consonants.

The phonology of the Squatch language is therefore relatively foreign when
closely compared to that of Common, but not quite as otherworldly as some

other languages such as Draconian. lt is completely void of coronal stops, and onty

has one labial one, two velar ones, and a pharyngeal one. Co-articulation of stop



consonants is quite common in the language , 
".g 

l&1. lt has none of the
implosive stops found in Ogrish, instead replacing them with their basic egressive
plosive counterparts.

Consonants thatfollow a sound involving lip rounding assimitate thatfeature as

well. This can carry on for a number of consonants in a cluster, e.g. / qwgw +

zbtm/ )/ qwg*z'b*r*m/.

Vowels:

Squatch oral physiology has apparently not significantly affected the vowel
system in a way that has produced vowels unique to the language, though the
Squateh pronunciatiqn of these vowels, despite having the sarne articulation as

vowels found in Common, sounds notably different. There are no diphthongs or
long vowels in the language, and relatively few yowels overall. lt is common to
find liquid consonants functioning as syllable nuclei, e.g. lg+t/ "rice," and

oecasionally, fricatives, e.g. /u*gapogq/ "ancient."

Svntax F4d Morphologv:

Squatch syntax is relatively rudimentary, and much of what it tacks in grammatical
features, it expresses lexically, through word order, or is taken to be understood
through context. The poor morphosyntactic system of Squatch is popularly
attributed to the race's low intelligence, since it has lost many of the grammatical
features that existed in Ogrish.

NominalSystem:

Front Central Back
Close u U,U
Mid a ArO
Open o



Nouns and pronouns in Squatch are not inflected morphologically for gender or
plurality in any way, and are only inflected for one case (genitive) in pronouns.

Pronouns (and all nouns in general) have onty singular forms, and are pluralized

lexically, usually with the word lokl "all," e.g. /S o/ "(you),,, /ok $o/ "you
(plural)." There are no definite articles, and definiteness onty exists in the form of
demonstrative pronouns, of which there are only a singular near-deictic ("this")
and far=deictic ("that"), which are pluralized in the same way as the other
pronouns.

Register: Squatch does, however, retain a register system of formal and informal
second person singular pronouns. The formal pronoun is formed by adding the
suffix /-yl, e.S. /Sqy/ "you (formal)."

Adieetives (attributive) areprefixed to nouns, as evidenced by assimilatory
processes, €.g. lowS/ "good" + /lvil "meat" ) /owlvS/.

Derivation: There are very few bound derivational morphemes, or morphemes
whose sole function is to derive one word class from another (such as -tion, -ly or
=ish in Common). Rather, derivation is largely donethrough a compounding of full
nouns, whereby both morphemes generally retain their original forms, save for
ncccssary phonologicalchange (for example, geminate consonants are not
allowed, so a word must lose its initial consonant if the modifying noun ends in
the same consonant, B.B. lgxg + g*y/ + fgng:*vl + /gxg+y/). Noun derivation,

for example, often involves compounding a word with "thin g" fyatf , e.g.

/&om/"to know" + /yat/ "thing" + l66om ya+/ "information.',

Verbal System:

Verbs do not take any agreement, mood, or modality morphology. Grammatical
relations are expressed purely through a strict VSO word order. ln subordinate
clauses, this order changes to

Squatch has no grammatical tense. Tense and aspect are expressed lexically with
words that are difficult to translate due to their purely grammaticalfunctioq



though they are similar to "will" ("did' is a bad translation of the Squatch past

tense lexeme, since udid' is itself morphologically inflected for past tense, and is

not a stand-alone morpheme such as that used in Squatch). They are best

described as classifiers.
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